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For over 40 years, Mortex has been the contractor’s
choice for innovative and superior quality products.
In 1962, Mortex revolutionized the swimming pool
industry with the introduction of Keystone Kool Deck®,
a product that literally changed the face of swimming
pool decks forever. Since then, Mortex has continued 
to set the industry standards for product innovation,
quality and customer service.

Today, Mortex is the brand to trust. When you’re doing
your best job, have the quality of Mortex products
working for you.

Thank You for Choosing Mortex Plastics
Mortex offers the best solutions for concrete drainage
and crack control needs. Mortex was the first to perfect
multicolored PVC extrusions in this field, and offers a
full line of superior products. Engineered and manufac-
tured to the highest standards, Mortex products help
ensure the contractor’s job is done right. Unmatched in
quality, Mortex drainage and crack control products
offer you:

• Patented designs that add function and beauty.

• Easy to install solutions.

• A wide variety of colors to choose from.

Choose Mortex. Choose success.



Easy to Install, Designed for Durability
Mortex Control Joint was designed for maximum efficiency, durability, and function-
ality. Manufactured to exact standards, Mortex’s patented design offers:

• A unique "V" shaped bottom end profile that ensures a 
positive breaking point.

• Stabilizing fins add superior stability and keep water from 
freely reaching the subsoil.

• Internal bridges are shaped to accommodate for lateral 
flexing from shifting concrete.

Mortex Control Joint provides an attractive, maintenance-free,
long-lasting solution. Available in five beautiful colors, includ-
ing the only marble in the industry, Mortex Control Joint will

compliment or match any pool
deck and landscape.

Expansion Base: For Full Contraction
Control joint can also be used with Mortex’s patented
Expansion Base for both a full expansion/contraction and
for use in stopping and restarting concrete pours.
Designed to work with the elements, Mortex Expansion
Base is a must for your next project.

Foam Fiber Joint:
Flexibility in 
Crack Control
Foam Fiber Joint is an
adaptable solution for
crack control where con-
trol joint is impractical.

Mortex Foam Fiber
Joint's flexible polyethyl-
ene cushioned joint is
perfect between existing
structures, like walls and
foundations or a new
concrete pour. Foam fiber
joint key features include:

• Triple cut to allow half
or full widths depend-
ing on the thickness of
your pour.

• Top segment is remov-
able, allowing space for 
caulking with a self-
leveling sealant.

• Resilient and cost- 
effective.

• Environmentally 
friendly – manufac-
tured without ozone 
damaging CFCs.

Control Joint: Stop 
Cracking at its Source
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Accessories and Options
Drain Rite accessories are 
available in many variations of
angles, spouts, caps and covers.

The Rite Way to Drain 
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Drain Rite Designed for Versatility
Mortex Drain Rite® is the most versatile water drainage
system available for pool decks, porches, and walkways.
It is multifunctional, serving as a deck drain, a full
expansion/contraction joint, and a screed for the con-
crete finisher. Mortex Drain Rite prevents staining and
accidents by keeping water off of the deck, and it also
keeps water out of the subsoil to eliminate unwanted
concrete shifting.

Mortex Drain Rite is uniquely designed to:

• Allow debris to be washed away to prevent clogging.
• Maintain maximum drainage and prevent puddles.

• Allow for horizontal compression.

• Flat sided for ease of installation and versatile     
applications.

• Provide a non-directional system requiring a  
minimum of fittings.

• Variety of fittings to enhance the finished quality of
the job and allow for maximum efficiency.

Made of Mortex’s specially formulated, high impact
PVC, Drain Rite resists weathering, acid, chlorine, etc.
It is available in a variety of beautiful, landscape compli-
menting colors.

Designed to Preserve
Employing a unique design of
“V” angles, Mortex Drain Rite is
engineered to help preserve 
concrete decking.



Specially Formulated, High Impact Solution
Drain Rite® and Control Joint Replacement Tops are an
innovative and convenient way to repair existing drains
and joints. Made of Mortex’s specially formulated, high
impact PVC, replacement tops resist weathering, acid,
chlorine, etc. Designed with the same upper-end profiles
as Mortex Drain Rite and Control Joint, replacement
tops provide all of the same drainage and expansion/
contraction benefits.

Installation of replacement tops requires a minimal
amount of training and offers an economical alternative
to full replacement of control joints and drains.
Available in a variety of colors, replacement tops can
also be used to change colors to match a change in 
deck color.

Replacement Tops for 
Drain Rite and Control Joint
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Drain Rite Accessories Let You Direct the Flow
Drain Rite® connection accessories are made from the same lineal, heavy-wall one
piece materials as Mortex Drain Rite. All connections feature obstruction-free water
flow, because they use outside couplers.

Drain Rite connection accessories are available in all Mortex colors, including the only
marble colored PVC drain in the industry. All fittings are non-directional, requiring
less combinations to be stocked to achieve your design. All connections are locked into
the concrete by inside key ways that stop the flow of water to the subsoil.

Drain Rite spouts, caps and covers are made to complete your drainage system. All
spouts feature our unique obstruction-free water flow by connecting to the outside of
the drain.

All spouts connect to standard 1 1/2 inch PVC pipe for carrying away water.
Accessories include End Caps for closing a drain end decoratively, and Clean Out
Covers to allow access for internal flushing and rinsing.

The Most Complete 
Deck Drainage Solution
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Color Selections

Drain Rite Control JointExpansion Base

Control Joint and Drain Rite®

Grey White Tan Charcoal Marble

All colors shown are approximate.
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For more information on these products and our 
Concrete Topping and Cantilever Form product lines,

please visit:

www.mortex.com


